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Stressors
or Events
Affect/Mood
(If left unresolved will have direct impact on person’s
Sexual
Affect
affect/mood/sexual affect, thus providing entry into a
Sexual
Interest
deviant assault pattern or cycle)
Evasion Tactics
(Affect-shorter duration observations-like the weather.
Internal: psychological denial to protect ego.
Mood-pervasive and sustained emotional trends-like climate.
Temporary religious/spiritual conversions to
Sexual Affect-The sexual coloring of one’s experience’s, or
ntdisplace blame-responsibility.
using sex inappropriately to resolve stress/conflict
External: geographic changes, name changes,
Addictive Interest12
denying to authorities
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Remorse or Fear
Addict’s conscience resurfaces briefly, coupled
with fear of consequences. If left unchecked,
additional stress accumulates in section 12.

Maintaining Secrecy
Actions by the addict to hide the deviant
act(s). Ex: keeping silent, threats or rewards
directed toward victim(s) to maintain silence.

Cognitive Distortions, also known as
Thinking Errors, act as bridges for the
addict to progress from one phase to the
next. They also serve as irrational justifications in each step of the cycle so that the
addict covertly gets what they do not
deserve while avoiding the conscience.
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Apparently Irrelevant Decisions
Cognitive Distortions-Decision point in Cycle for
person to utilize addictive means to inappropriately
resolve internal and external issues. - AID: Justifications to get something that one does NOT
deserve or has properly earned.
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Pure intent/more criminal intention
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Fixated Addict: Sections 1 - 2 - 8 predominately apply.
Addictive Deviant Act
Examples: gambling, bingo, substance use, domestic
violence, sexual assault, other addictive behaviors
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Regressed Addict: All 12 stages of cycle
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High Risk Situations
Internal: Anxiety, narcissism, feeling rejected
etc.
External: casinos, alcohol store etc.

Target Selection(s)
Primary: casino, use illegal substances
Secondary: substance purchase
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Grooming
Grooming or setting up victim(s) and collateral
victim(s) with use of threats, bribes, and rewards
by making actions appear innocent.
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Planning
Planning the addictive specifics,
how to carry out deviant act. how to
manipulate primary/secondary or
collateral victim(s).

Fantasies
Fantasies-about particular target selection or
generalized fantasies of primary addiction. Significant others’ vulnerability can increase fantasies or
desire for addiction.

